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Materials: 12 x 12 stretcher bars, #22-24 tapestry needles

River silks ltd. 100% silk, hand dyed ribbon
(info 877-944-7444) www.riversilks.com
4mm color spool 7mm Color spools
#96 Overdye yellow 1 #166 Virdis 4
#202 White white 8 #172 Hunter green 5
7mm #131 Sharp green 2
#27 heather 1 #139 Nile green 3
#33 Silver lake blue 1 #30 Blue iris 2
#34 Star sapphire 1 #57 Twilight purple 1
#55 Ibis rose 1 #213 Odye red/violet 1

GENERAL PLANNING
1. Attach the canvas to the stretcher bars preferably using tacks.

2. There is no need to ply the silk ribbon. You will want to work 
with 2 to 3 foot lengths of ribbon. The ribbon won’t show wear so 
don’t worry.

3. THREADING THE NEEDLE: Cut the ribbon on the diagonal. Insert point 
of the ribbon through the eye of the needle. Then insert the point 
of the needle through the ribbon cut end about 1/2” from the cut. 
Pull the long tail to secure the ribbon to the needle. 

4. SECURING THE RIBBON TO THE CANVAS: Start at a corner square and 
bring the needle up through the canvas leaving a 1” tail behind. 
Go back down through an adjacent hole passing through both the 
canvas and the ribbon tail. Pressing the tail to the canvas from 
behind makes this easier. Keep pulling the ribbon through until it 
is secure on the canvas.

color 166, 172, 131, 139
stitch leaves first using leaf stitch but first lay down a straight stitch 
for the center rib. Use straight stitches for the leaf coming up at the edge 
of the leave and going down into the rib from top to bottom overlapping 
stitches. Scallop ray pattern can be used where it fits.

STEMS: colors as leaves    Stitch a straight stitch along the length and over        
           stitch with diagonal or back stitches once or twice for dimension.



PETALS: colors 30, 57, 27, 33, 34  
Begin working from the outside edge working toward the center using  
ribbon stitch. set the ribbon stitch, pull the needle slowly through the 
ribbon over an object to make the loop the right size. Overlap stitches 
coming up in the center of the flower and forming loop at the edge, you 
can always overstitch.

BACKGROUND: color 202
Vertical  brick stitch over five holes , up in hole one, down in hole five, 
over four threads. Start at the side edge of the square format where a 
complete row can be stitched across the canvas. Compensate as your 
stitches intersect the bouquet with shorter or longer stitches staying 
with the pattern whenever possible.

BOW: colors 213, 55, 57
long straight stitches in layers over the painted ribbon. Last attach long 

strand of 3 ribbon colors going first down the up on top of canvas. Tie bow.

HELPFUL HINTS: The ribbon does not need to be pulled tightly. Untwist the 
ribbon as you stitch and lay the ribbon with a laying tool to show the surface. 
Stitching style will affect the number of spools required. The “economy stitch” 
is quite acceptable if you are pleased with the look. With shorter stitches this is 
not always the best.

have fun!


